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Thaddeus Mason Pope
At the Bedside

**How to Help Parents, Couples, and Clinicians When an Extremely Premature Infant Is Born**
Edmund G. Howe

**Features**

**COAST (Coordinating Options for Acute Stroke Therapy: An Advance Directive for Stroke**
Ilana Spokony, Lynette Cederquist, Brian Clay, and Brett C. Meyer

**Assessing Advance Care Planning: Examining Autonomous Selections in an Advance Directive**
Craig M. Klugman and Nicole M. Tolwin

**Informed Consent, Deaf Culture, and Cochlear Implants**
Lauren Pass and Abraham D. Graber

**Clinical Ethics Consultation**

**Case Complexity and Quality Attestation for Clinical Ethics Consultants**
Bethany Spielman, Jana Craig, Christine Gorka, and Keith Miller

**Pediatrics**

**Prenatal Consultation for Extremely Preterm Neonates: Ethical Pitfalls and Proposed Solutions**
Jennifer C. Kett

**Ethical Bargaining and Parental Exclusion: A Clinical Case Analysis**
Laura Guidry-Grimes and Elizabeth Victor

**Case Analysis**

**The Least Bad Option: Unilateral Extubation after Declaration of Death by Neurological Criteria**
Sally E. Bliss and Robert C. Macauley

**Commentary**

**Clarifying an Expanded Use of Continuous Sedation Until Death: A Reply to the Commentary by McCammon and Piemonte**
Samuel H. LiPuma and Joseph P. DeMarco

**Letter**

**Response to Stephens and Heitman**
Jason Adam Wasserman

---

The Journal of Clinical Ethics, Volume 26, Number 2, Summer 2015

At the Bedside

**How to Retain the Trust of Patients and Families When We Will Not Provide the Treatment They Want**
Edmund G. Howe

**Features**

**A Justifiable Asymmetry**
Daniel Brudney and Mark Siegler

**On Not Taking “Yes” for an Answer**
Alexander M. Capron

**Moral Reasoning among HEC Members: An Empirical Evaluation of the Relationship of Theory and Practice in Clinical Ethics Consultation**
Jason Adam Wasserman, Shannon Lindsey Stevenson, Cassandra Claxton, and Ernest F. Krug, III

**Reasoning Backwards by Design: Commentary on “Moral Reasoning among HEC Members”**
Ashley L. Stephens and Elizabeth Heitman

**Expanding the Use of Continuous Sedation Until Death: Moving Beyond the Last Resort for the Terminally Ill**
Samuel H. LiPuma and Joseph P. DeMarco

**Continuous Sedation Until Death Should Not Be an Option of First Resort**
Susan D. McCammon and Nicole M. Piemonte

**“Let Me Keep My Dead Husband’s Sperm”: Ethical Issues in Posthumous Reproduction**
Nikoletta Panagiotopoulou and Stamatios Karavolos

**Cases from the Harvard Ethics Consortium**

**The Value of Virginity**
Christine Mitchell

**When Bleeding Is Vital: Surgically Ensuring the “Virginal” State**
Sohaila Bastami

**A Hymen Epiphany**
Farrah Jarral

**On Hymenoplasty**
Mary-Jo DelVecchio Good

**Hymen Restoration: “My” Discomfort, “Their” Culture, and Women’s Missing Voice**
Sylvie Schuster

**The Value of Virginity and the Value of the Law: Accommodating Multiculturalism**
Pablo de Lora

**Is Hymenoplasty Anti-Feminist?**
Gretchen Heinrichs

**Doctoring the Genitals: Towards Broadening the Meaning of Social Medicine**
Richard A. Shweder

**Law**

**Legal Briefing: Adult Orphans and the Unbefriended: Making Medical Decisions for Unrepresented Patients without Surrogates**
Thaddeus Mason Pope

**Letters**

**Possible Unintended Consequences of Including Equal-Priority Surrogates**
Steven Perry and Arvind Venkat

**Response to Perry and Venkat**
Autumn Fiester

---

**The Journal of Clinical Ethics, Volume 26, Number 1, Spring 2015**

**Professionalism: One Size Does Not Fit All**
Edmund G. Howe

**A Quality of Life Quandary: A Framework for Navigating Parental Refusal of Treatment for Co-Morbidities in Infants with Underlying Medical Conditions**
Sarah N. Kunz, Ryan M. McAdams, Douglas S. Diekema, and Douglas J. Opel

**Witnesses to Mute Suffering: Quality of Life, Intellectual Disability, and the Harm Standard**
Lisa C. Freitag

**Home Birth of Infants with Congenital Anomalies: A Case Study and Ethical Analysis of Careproviders’ Obligations**
Jane Jankowski and Paul Burcher

**Of Missing Voices and the Obstetric Imaginary: Commentary on Jankowski and Burcher**
Melissa Cheyney

**Hinduism and Death with Dignity: Historic and Contemporary Case Examples**
Rajan Dewar, Nancy Cahners, Christine Mitchell, and Lachlan Forrow

**Medical Professionalism in China and the United States: A Transcultural Interpretation**
Jing-Bao Nie, Kirk L. Smith, Yali Cong, Linying Hu, and Joseph D. Tucker

**Re-Evaluating Ethical Concerns in Planned Emergency Research Involving Critically Ill Patients: An Interpretation of the Guidance Document from the United States Food and Drug Administration**

**The Ethics of Physicians’ Web Searches for Patients’ Information**
Nicholas Genes and Jacob Appel

**Legal Briefing: Coerced Treatment and Involuntary Confinement for Contagious Disease**
Thaddeus Mason Pope and Heather Michelle Bughman
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**The Journal of Clinical Ethics, Volume 25, Number 4, Winter 2014**

**New Approaches with Surrogate Decision Makers**
Edmund G. Howe

**Who’s at the Table? Moral Obligations to Equal-Priority Surrogates in Clinical Ethics Consultations**
Meghan O’Brien and Autumn Fiester

**Developing and Testing a Checklist to Enhance Quality in Clinical Ethics Consultation**
Lauren Sydney Flicker, Susannah L. Rose, Margot M. Eves, Anne Lederman Flamm, Ruchi Sanghani, and Martin L. Smith

**Surrogate Decision Making and Intellectual Virtue**
Gregory L. Bock

**Identifying Challenges to Communicating with Patients about Their Imminent Death**
Lena Hoff and Göran Hermerén

**Medical Missions to Ghana: The Ethics of Choosing Children for Cardiac Surgery**
Christine Mitchell

**How Do We Choose?**
Beverly M. Small, Judith Hurley, and Christine Placidi

**Great Need, Scarce Resources, and Choice: Reflections on Ethical Issues Following a Medical Mission**
Ravi R. Thiagarajan, Mark A. Scheurer, and Joshua W. Salvin

**Ethical Aspects of Arranging Local Medical Collaboration and Care**
Samuel Blay Nguah

**Pediatric Heart Surgery in Ghana: Three Ethical Questions**
Nir Eyal

**Epilogue: Ethical Goals for the Future**
Edmund G. Howe
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**The Journal of Clinical Ethics, Volume 25, Number 3, Fall 2014**

**What Should Careproviders Do When a Patient “Won’t Budge”?**
Edmund G. Howe

**Empirical Bioethics Research Is a Winner, But Bioethics Mission Creep Is a False Alarm**
Anne Lederman Flamm and Eric Kodish

**Power and Jurisdiction**
John H. Evans

**When Should We Not Respect a Patient’s Wish?**
Stephen Napier

**The Ethical and Clinical Importance of Measuring Consciousness in Continuously Sedated Patients**
Kasper Raus, Martine de Laat, Eric Mortier, and Sigrid Sterckx

**The Proportionate Value of Proportionality in Palliative Sedation**
Jeffrey T. Berger

**Family Members’ Requests to Extend Physiologic Support after Declaration of Brain Death: A Case Series Analysis and Proposed Guidelines for Clinical Management**
Anne Lederman Flamm, Martin L. Smith, and Patricia A. Mayer

**A Survey of Healthcare Industry Representatives’ Participation in Surgery: Some New Ethical Concerns**
Jeffrey Bedard, Crystal Dea Moore, and Wayne Shelton

**Legal Briefing: Brain Death and Total Brain Failure**
Thaddeus Mason Pope
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**The Journal of Clinical Ethics, Volume 25, Number 2, Summer 2014**

**How to Help Patients and Families Make Better End-of-Life Decisions**
Edmund G. Howe

**Stumbled, Fumbled, Bumbled, Grumbled, and Humbled: Looking Back at the Future History of Clinical Ethics**
Jeffrey T. Berger

**A Protocol and Ethical Framework for the Distribution of Rationed Chemotherapy**
Andrew Hantel

**Detoxifying the Concept of Rationing**
James Sabin

**Uncharted Terrain: Preference Construction at the End of Life**
Mary T. White

**Aetna’s Compassionate Care Program and End-of-Life Decisions**
Barak Krakauer, Joseph Agostini, and Randall Krakauer

**Chinese Physicians’ Attitudes toward and Understanding of Medical Professionalism: Results of a National Survey**
Linying Hu, Xiuyun Yin, Xiaolei Bao, and Jing-Bao Nie

**Ethics Pocket Cards: An Educational Tool for Busy Clinicians**
Rebecca L. Volpe, Benjamin H. Levi, George F. Blackall, and Michael J. Green

**Legal Briefing: Informed Consent in the Clinical Context**
Thaddeus Mason Pope and Melinda Hexum

**Letter: Improving Patient-Doctor Communication about Risk and Choice in Obstetrics and Gynecology through Medical Education: A Call for Action**
Macey L. Henderson, Jennifer Chevinsky, Rizwana Biviji-Sharma, and Kathryn Mills
Ethically Optimal Interventions with Impaired Patients
Edmund G. Howe

DNR and ECMO: A Paradox Worth Exploring
Ellen Cowen Meltzer, Natalia S. Ivascu, and Joseph J. Fins

Defending the Jurisdiction of the Clinical Ethicist
John H. Evans

Can the Social Sciences Save Bioethics?
Daniel Callahan

Clinical Ethicists: Consultants or Professionals?
William J. Winslade

Response to Callahan and Winslade
John H. Evans

The Desire to Die: Making Treatment Decisions for Suicidal Patients Who Have an Advance Directive
ERICA K. SALTER

Beyond Privacy: Benefits and Burdens of E-Health Technologies in Primary Care
JULIE M. AULTMAN AND ERIN DEAN

The Side-Effects of the “Facebook Effect”: Challenging Facebook’s “Organ Donor” Application
ADAM M. PEÑA

Legal Briefing: Voluntarily Stopping Eating and Drinking
THADDEUS MASON POPE AND AMANDA WEST
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The Journal of Clinical Ethics, Volume 24, Number 4, Winter 2013

Families, Strangers, and Those Most Alone: Insights from Cultures, Including Our Own
Edmund G. Howe

On the Lingua Franca of Clinical Ethics
Joseph J. Fins

Surrogates and Extra-Familial Interests
Ralph Baergen and William Woodhouse

Familiar Interests and Strange Analogies: Baergen and Woodhouse on Extra-Familial Interests
James Lindemann Nelson

Challenges to Culturally Sensitive Care for Elderly Chinese Patients: A First-Generation Chinese-American Perspective
Karen C. Chan

Patients’ Experiences with Disclosure of a Large-Scale Adverse Event
Carolyn D. Prouty, Mary Beth Foglia, and Thomas H. Gallagher

Organ Donation among Undocumented Hispanic Immigrants: An Assessment of Knowledge and Attitudes
Joshua S. Baru, Brian P. Lucas, Carmen Martinez, and Daniel Brauner

Ethically Informed Pragmatic Conditions for Organ Donation after Cardiocirculatory Death: Could They Assist in Policy Development?
Jeffrey Kirby

Why We Should Continue to Worry about the Therapeutic Misconception
Larry R. Churchill, Nancy M.P. King, and Gail E. Henderson

Problems with the Consensus Definition of the Therapeutic Misconception
David S. Wendler

Modern Clinical Research: Guidelines for the Practicing Clinician or Source of Confusion?
Ilia Volkov

The Journal of Clinical Ethics, Volume 24, Number 3, Fall 2013

Special Issue on Place of Birth, Guest Edited by Elizabeth Bogdan-Lovis, Charlotte de Vries, and Raymond G. de Vries

When a Mother Wants to Deliver with a Midwife at Home
Edmund G. Howe

Planned Home Birth in the United States and Professionalism: A Critical Assessment
Frank A. Chervenak, Laurence B. McCullough, Amos Grünbaum, Birgit Arabin, Malcolm I. Levene, and Robert L. Brent

Ethics and the Architecture of Choice for Home and Hospital Birth
Elizabeth Bogdan-Lovis and Raymond G. de Vries
Revisiting “The Maximin Strategy in Modern Obstetrics”
Howard Brody and Carol Sakala
A Reconsideration of Home Birth in the United States
Howard Minkoff and Jeffrey Ecker
The Absolute Power of Relative Risk in Debates on Repeat Cesareans and Home Birth in the United States
Eugene Declercq
Moral Science: Ethical Argument and the Production of Knowledge about Place of Birth
Raymond G. de Vries, Yasaswi Paruchuri, Kathleen Lorenz, and Saraswathi Vedam
Women’s Perceptions of Childbirth Risk and Place of Birth
Mary Regan and Katie McElroy
Exceptional Deliveries: Home Births as Ethical Anomalies in American Obstetrics
Claire L. Wendland
Being Safe: Making the Decision to Have a Planned Home Birth in the United States
Judith A. Lothian
Facilitating Women’s Choice in Maternity Care
Marianne Nieuwenhuijze and Lisa Kane Low
Personal Perspective: One Obstetrician’s Look at a Polarizing Birth Arena
Annette E. Fineberg
Personal Perspective: Seeking an Alternative Baseline for Birth
Darcia Narváez
Personal Perspective: Individual versus Professional Preferences
Julie Sharon-Wagschal
Personal Perspective: The Industry Take-Over of Home Birth and Death
Merilynne Rush
Personal Perspective: On the Need for a Real Choice
Steve Calvin
Legal Briefing: Home Birth and Midwifery
Thaddeus Mason Pope and Deborah Fisch

The Journal of Clinical Ethics, Summer 2013, Volume 24, Number 2
Why Careproviders May Conclude that Treating a Patient Is Futile
Edmund G. Howe
Repetitive Foreign Body Ingestion: Ethical Considerations
Sarah Lytle, Susan J. Stagno, and Barb Daly
The Intensity and Frequency of Moral Distress Among Different Healthcare Disciplines
Susan Houston, Mark A. Casanova, Marygrace Leveille, Kathryn L. Schmidt, Sunni A. Barnes, Kelli R. Trungale, and Robert L. Fine
“He Got His Last Wishes”: Ways of Knowing a Loved One’s End-of-Life Preferences and Whether Those Preferences Were Honored
Angelina R. Wittich, Beverly Rosa Williams, F. Amos Bailey, Lesa L. Woodby, and Kathryn L. Burgio
Making Decisions for Hospitalized Older Adults: Ethical Factors Considered by Family Surrogates
Jenna Fritsch, Sandra Petronio, Paul R. Helft, and Alexia M. Torke
The Threshold Moment: Ethical Tensions Surrounding Decision Making on Tracheostomy for Patients in the Intensive Care Unit
Arvind Venkat
A Response to Dubler’s Commentary on “Surmounting Elusive Barriers: The Case for Bioethics Mediation”
Edward J. Bergman
The Art of the Chart Note in Clinical Ethics Consultation and Bioethics Mediation: Conveying Information that Can Be Understood and Evaluated
Nancy Neveloff Dubler
Legal Briefing: The New Patient Self-Determination Act
Thaddeus Mason Pope

The Journal of Clinical Ethics, Spring 2013, Volume 24, Number 1
The Best Place for “Bare-Knuckled Ethics”
Edmund G. Howe
Surmounting Elusive Barriers: The Case for Bioethics Mediation
Edward J. Bergman

Commentary on Bergman: “Yes . . . But”
Nancy Neveloff Dubler

The Chiaroscuro of Accountability in the Second Edition of the Core Competencies for Healthcare Ethics Consultation
Lisa Rasmussen

Prescribing for Coworkers: Practices and Attitudes of Faculty and Residents
Carson Strong, Stephanie Connelly, and Laura R. Sprabery

The Ethics of Reality Medical Television
Thalia Margalit Krakower, Martha Montello, Christine Mitchell, and Robert D. Truog

Not a “Reality” Show
Terence Wrong and Erica Baumgart

First, Do No Harm
Neal Baer

Watching Boston Med
Walter M. Robinson

Legal Briefing: Shared Decision Making and Patient Decision Aids
Thaddeus Mason Pope and Melinda Hexum
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The Journal of Clinical Ethics, Winter 2012, Volume 23, Number 4

A Different Approach to Patients and Loved Ones Who Request “Futile” Treatments
Edmund G. Howe

Complex Discharges and Undocumented Patients: Growing Ethical Concerns
Kayhan Parsi and Nina Hossa

When Negative Rights Become Positive Entitlements: Complicity, Conscience, and Caregiving
Andrew G. Shuman, Adam A. Khan, Jeffrey S. Moyer, Mark E. Prince, and Joseph J. Fins

A New Standard for Incapacitated Patient Decision Making: The Clinical Standard of Surrogate Empowerment
Marc Tunzi

Bedside Resource Stewardship in Disasters: A Provider’s Dilemma Practicing in an Ethical Gap
Michelle Daniel

Resource Stewardship in Disasters: Alone at the Bedside
Jeffrey T. Berger

Tragic Choices in Humanitarian Health Work
Matthew R. Hunt, Christina Sinding, and Lisa Schwartz

Endoscopy During a Missile Attack: A Military Dilemma for Physicians
Stephen Malnick, Orit Faraj, and Alan Jotkowitz

Making “Social” Safer: Are Facebook and Other Online Networks Becoming Less Hazardous for Health Professionals?
Daniel R. George

Legal Briefing: POLST: Physician Orders for Life-Sustaining Treatment
Thaddeus Mason Pope and Melinda Hexum

The Journal of Clinical Ethics, Volume 23, Number 3, Fall 2012

An Ethical Priority Greater than Life Itself
Edmund G. Howe

Potential Subjects’ Responses to an Ethics Questionnaire in a Phase I Study of Deep Brain Stimulation in Early Parkinson’s Disease
Stuart G. Finder, Mark J. Bliton, Chandler E. Gill, Thomas L. Davis, Peter E. Konrad, and P. David Charles

Regulatory Misconception Muddies the Ethical Waters: Challenges to a Qualitative Study
Kimberly M. Yee and Paul J. Ford

Fortitude and Community: Response to Yee and Ford
Stuart G. Finder and Mark J. Bliton

Stories and the Longitudinal Patient Relationship: What Can Clinical Ethics Consultants Learn from Palliative Care?
The Journal of Clinical Ethics, Volume 23, Number 2, Summer 2012

How Should Careproviders Respond to Patients’ Requests That May Be Refused?
Edmund G. Howe

Living Donation and Cosmetic Surgery: A Double Standard in Medical Ethics?
Giuliano Testa, Erica Carlisle, Mary Simmerling, and Peter Angelos

Different Standards Are Not Double Standards: All Elective Surgical Patients Are Not Alike
Lainie Friedman Ross, Walter Glannon, Lawrence J. Gottlieb, and J. Richard Thistlethwaite, Jr.

The Effect of Completing a Surrogacy Information and Decision-Making Tool upon Admission to an Intensive Care Unit on Length of Stay and Charges
Carol W. Hatler, Charlene Grove, Stephanie Strickland, Starr Barron, and Bruce D. White

Training in Clinical Ethics: Launching the Clinical Ethics Immersion Course at the Center for Ethics at the Washington Hospital Center
Nneka O. Mokwunye, Evan G. DeRenzo, Virginia A. Brown, and John J. Lynch

Training in Clinical Ethics Consultation: The Washington Hospital Center Course
Jeffrey P. Spike

 Truly Intensive Clinical Ethics Immersion at the Washington Hospital Center
Christopher L. Church and Thalia Arawi

Credentialing the Clinical Ethics Consultant: An Academic Medical Center Affirms Professionalism and Practice
Cathleen A. Acres, Kenneth Prager, George E. Hardart, and Joseph J. Fins

Ethics Been Very Good to Us
Giles R. Scofield

Inside Baseball and Ethics Consultation: A Comment on “Ethics Been Very Good to Us”
Norman Quist

Credentialing and Certification in Ethics Consultation: Lessons from Palliative Care
David Schiedermayer and John La Puma

Always on Call: Thoughts from a Neophyte Physician
Jonathan R. Scarff and David W. Musick

Legal Briefing: The Unbefriended: Making Healthcare Decisions for Patients Without Surrogates (Part 2)
Thaddeus Mason Pope and Tanya Sellers

The Journal of Clinical Ethics, Volume 23, Number 1, Spring 2012

How Careproviders Can Acquire and Apply Greater Wisdom
Edmund G. Howe

Clinical Wisdom in Psychoanalysis and Psychodynamic Psychotherapy: A Philosophical and Qualitative Analysis
Cynthia Baum-Baicker and Dominic A. Sisti

Response: Clinical Wisdom and Evidence-Based Medicine Are Complementary
Clinical Wisdom and Evidence-Based Medicine Are (Indeed) Complementary: A Reply to Bursztajn and Colleagues
Cynthia Baum-Baicker and Dominic A. Sisti
Attending to Clinical Wisdom
Jodi Halpern
Her Own Decision: Impairment and Authenticity in Adolescence
Amy T. Campbell, Sabrina F. Derrington, D. Micah Hester, and Cheryl D. Lew
Supporting Her Autonomy: The Obligations of Guardians and Physicians in Adolescents’ Refusals of Care
Jennifer K. Walter
Intraoperative Conversion to Open Technique: Is Informed Consent Implied?
Chirag B. Patel and Davide Cattano
Anesthesiological Ethics: Can Informed Consent Be Implied?
Jeffrey P. Spike
Surrogate Medical Decision Making on Behalf of a Never-Competent, Profoundly Intellectually Disabled Patient Who Is Acutely Ill
Arvind Venkat
Care versus Treatment at the End of Life for Profoundly Disabled Persons
Jeffrey P. Spike
Legal Briefing: The Unbefriended: Making Healthcare Decisions for Patients without Surrogates (Part 1)
Thaddeus Mason Pope and Tanya Sellers
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The Journal of Clinical Ethics, Volume 22, Number 4, Winter 2011
How Mediation (and Other) Approaches May Improve Ethics Consultants’ Outcomes
Edmund G. Howe
Consensus, Clinical Decision Making, and Unsettled Cases
David M. Adams and William J. Winslade
The Role of the Clinical Ethics Consultant in “Unsettled” Cases
David M. Adams
The Roles of the Ethics Consultant
William J. Winslade
Confronting Ambiguity: Identifying Options for Infants with Trisomy 18
Sabrina F. Derrington and April R. Dworetz
“Facilitated Consensus,” “Ethics Facilitation,” and Unsettled Cases
Mark P. Aulisio
Commentary on “Consensus, Clinical Decision Making, and Unsettled Cases”
Albert R. Jonsen
Final Comments
David M. Adams and William J. Winslade
Ill-Placed Democracy: Ethics Consultations and the Moral Status of Voting
Autumn M. Fiester
Commentary on Fiester’s “Ill-Placed Democracy: Ethics Consultations and the Moral Status of Voting”
Nancy Neveloff Dubler
Clinical Ethics Consultation’s Dilemma, and a Solution
Lisa M. Rasmussen

The Journal of Clinical Ethics, Volume 22, Number 3, Fall 2011
Ethical Challenges When Patients Have Dementia
Edmund G. Howe
Incapable Sex: A Case Study
Bethan J. Everett
Training Currently Practicing Members of the Ethics Consultation Service: One Institution’s Experience
Rebecca L. Volpe
Accuracy of a Decision Aid for Advance Care Planning: Simulated End-of-Life Decision Making
The Journal of Clinical Ethics, Volume 22, Number 2, Summer 2011

**Helping Patients by Involving Their Families**
Edmund G. Howe

**Responsive Care Management: Family Decision Makers in Advanced Cancer**
Mary Ann Meeker

**Trusting Families: Responding to Mary Ann Meeker, “Responsive Care Management: Family Decision Makers in Advanced Cancer”**
James Lindemann Nelson

**Revisiting the Best Interest Standard: Uses and Misuses**
Douglas S. Diekema

**The Best Interest Standard: Both Guide and Limit to Medical Decision Making on Behalf of Incapacitated Patients**
Thaddeus Mason Pope

**Between Uncertainty and Certainty**
Lena Hoff and Göran Hermerén

**A Systematic Review of Activities at a High-Volume Ethics Consultation Service**
Courtenay R. Bruce, Martin L. Smith, Sabahat Hizlan, and Richard R. Sharp

**Report of the AMA Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs: Professionalism in the Use of Social Media**
Rebecca Shore, Julia Halsey, Kavita Shah, Bette-Jane Crigger, and Sharon P. Douglas

**Online Professionalism: Social Media, Social Contracts, Trust, and Medicine**
Lois Snyder

**Medical Professionalism: A Tale of Two Doctors**
Tristan Gorrindo and James E. Groves

**Nonclinical Use of Online Social Networking Sites: New and Old Challenges to Medical Professionalism**
Lindsay A. Thompson and Erik W. Black

**Blurring Boundaries and Online Opportunities**
Jeanne M. Farnan and Vineet M. Arora

**Physician, Monitor Thyself: Professionalism and Accountability in the Use of Social Media**
Tara Lagu and S. Ryan Greysen

**Social Media and Interpersonal Relationships: For Better or Worse?**
Norman Quist

**Certifying Clinical Ethics Consultants: Who Pays?**
Marianne Burda

---

The Journal of Clinical Ethics, Volume 22, Number 1, Spring 2011

**How Can Careproviders Most Help Patients during a Disaster?**
Edmund G. Howe

**Imagining the Unthinkable, Illuminating the Present**
Jeffrey T. Berger, Guest Editor, Special Section: Clinical Ethics in Catastrophic Situations: Mapping a Standard of Care—Imagining the Unthinkable

**An Ethical Framework for the Responsible Management of Pregnant Patients in a Medical Disaster**
Frank A. Chervenak and Laurence B. McCullough
Non-Pharmaceutical Interventions to Limit the Transmission of a Pandemic Virus: The Need for Complementary Programs to Address Children’s Diverse Needs
Armand H. Matheny Antommaria and Emily A. Thorell

Unaltered Ethical Standards for Individual Physicians in the Face of Drastically Reduced Resources Resulting from an Improvised Nuclear Device Threat
J. Jaime Caro, C. Norman Coleman, Ann Knebel, and Evan G. DeRenzo

Attending to Social Vulnerability When Rationing Pandemic Resources
Dorothy E. Vawter, J. Eline Garrett, Karen G. Gervais, Angela Witt Prehn, and Debra DeBruin

Ethical Care for Infants with Conditions Not Curable with Intensive Care
Bethan J. Everett and Susan G. Albersheim

Priority Setting Up Close
Barbara Russell and Deb deVlaming

Personal Perspective: “Evidence-Debased Medicine” and the Integrity of the Medical Profession
Richard L. Elliott

Legal Briefing: Healthcare Ethics Committees
Thaddeus Mason Pope

Letter: Ethical Issues Related to Direct Nursing Care Time, Compared to Time Spent Charting in Intensive Care Units
Peter Roffey and Duraiyah Thangathurai

Letter: Esprit de Corps
Evan G. DeRenzo and Jack Schwartz
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The Journal of Clinical Ethics, Volume 21, Number 4, Winter 2010

A Possible Application of Care-Based Ethics to People with Disabilities during a Pandemic
Edmund G. Howe

Bedside Ethics and Health System Catastrophe: Imagine If You Will . . .
Jeffrey T. Berger, Guest Editor

Family Participation in the Care of Patients in Public Health Disasters
Tia Powell

Sufficiency of Care in Disasters: Ventilation, Ventilator Triage, and the Misconception of Guideline-Driven Treatment
Griffin Trotter

Pandemic Preparedness Planning: Will Provisions for Involuntary Termination of Life Support Invite Active Euthanasia?
Jeffrey T. Berger

Should Palliative Care Be a Necessity or a Luxury during an Overwhelming Health Catastrophe?
Philip M. Rosoff

Taking Seriously the “What Then?” Question: An Ethical Framework for the Responsible Management of Medical Disasters
Laurence B. McCullough

The Elephant in the Room: Collaboration and Competition among Relief Organizations during High-Profile Disasters
Italo Subbarao, Matthew K. Wynia, and Frederick M. Burkle, Jr.

Medical School Oath-Taking: The Moral Controversy
Robert M. Veatch and Cheryl C. Macpherson

Allocating Scarce Medical Resources to the Overweight
Adrian Furnham, Niroosha Loganathan, and Alastair McClelland

Legal Briefings: Crisis Standards of Care and Legal Protection during Disasters and Emergencies
Thaddeus Mason Pope and Mitchell F. Palazzo

The Journal of Clinical Ethics, Volume 21, Number 3, Fall 2010

All Careproviders Need More Opportunities to Share their Ethical Concerns with Others
Edmund G. Howe

The Rational Choice Model in Family Decision Making at the End of Life
Alison Karasz, Galit Sacaju, Misha Kogan, and Liza Watkins

“Broken Covenant”: Healthcare Aides’ “Experience of the Ethical” in Caring for Dying Seniors in a Personal Care Home
Susan McClement, Michelle Lobchuk, Harvey Max Chochinov, and Ruth Dean
Characterizing the Risk in Pediatric Research: An Ethical Examination of the Federal Regulations
Maynard Dyson and Kayhan Parsi
Protection of Children in Research: Beyond Pediatric Risk Levels: The Emergence of the Research Subject Advocate
Tomas J. Silber
Infant Heart Transplantation after Cardiac Death: Ethical and Legal Problems
Michael Potts, Paul A. Byrne, and David W. Evans
Dying But Not Killing: Donation after Cardiac Death Donors and the Recovery of Vital Organs
Armand H. Matheny Antommaria
Building Esprit de Corps: Learning to Better Navigate between "My" Patient and "Our" Patient
Evan G. DeRenzo and Jack Schwartz
Esprit de Corps: The Possibility for the Best Care a Hospital Can Provide
Norman Quist
Legal Briefing: Organ Donation and Allocation
Thaddeus Mason Pope
The Ambiguous Effects of Tort Law on Bioethics: The Case of Doctor-Patient Communication
Dena S. Davis
Letter: Business Interests versus Informed Consent
Duraiyah Thangathurai and Peter Roffey

The Journal of Clinical Ethics, Volume 21, Number 2, Summer 2010
Sliding "Off" the Sliding Scale: Allowing Hope, Determining Capacity, and Providing Meaning When an Illness Is Becoming Worse But a Treatment May Help
Edmund G. Howe
Deep Brain Stimulation, Ethics, and Society
Emily Bell and Eric Racine
Consent to Deep Brain Stimulation for Neurological and Psychiatric Disorders
Walter Glannon
Hope and Patients’ Expectations in Deep Brain Stimulation: Healthcare Providers’ Perspectives and Approaches
Emily Bell, Bruce Maxwell, Mary Pat McAndrews, Abbas Sadikot, and Eric Racine
Conflicts of Interest in Deep Brain Stimulation Research and the Ethics of Transparency
Joseph J. Fins and Nicholas D. Schiff
Philosophical Reflections on Narrative and Deep Brain Stimulation
Marya Schechtman
Consenting to the Ineffable: The Problem of Neuromodulation and Altered Consciousness
T. Forcht Dagi
Infants and Children with Hearing Loss Need Early Language Access
Poorna Kushalnagar, Gaurav Mathur, Christopher J. Moreland, Donna Jo Napoli, Wendy Osterling, Carol Padden, and Christian Rathmann
In Addition to Benefits and Harms: The Relevance of the Political
Barbara Russell
Language, Identity, and Belonging: Deaf Cultural and Narrative Perspectives
Rebecca Garden
Legal Briefing: Conscience Clauses and Conscientious Refusal
Thaddeus Mason Pope

The Journal of Clinical Ethics, Volume 21, Number 1, Spring 2010
“Third Generation” Ethics: What Careproviders Should Do Before They Do Ethics
Edmund G. Howe
Toward Competency-Based Certification of Clinical Ethics Consultants: A Four-Step Process
Martin L. Smith, Richard R. Sharp, Kathryn Weise, and Eric Kodish
Accounting for Vulnerability to Illness and Social Disadvantage in Pandemic Critical Care Triage
Chris Kaposy
A Physician’s Role Following a Breach of Electronic Health Information
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